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1. SOIL REV:TION (PH-DETERMINATI)N)

1.1. i ,Laction and soil properties:

The determination of pH values is one of the e, and most relevant diem leal
meastiremtlits made in soil:,

(pH =-- negative logarithm of the 11+-ion activity.)

'1;4111 ni1.1 affects many s,t0 p opei tie'. such tke 5tr ridwo nutrient
low,o. like iiimo,oe,1 1:¡,-4111, sflq

Conclusions to be drawn from pH measurements:

t'roin the measurement uf the soil pfl tu - -wing general conclusions can be dravvn Btiol,
t98C,'

El < 3.5: Acid sulfates may be present

< 4.5: 0 and

Sol ftIn... ,uId be:

75Ultit. frofFr, ;;, ; t:,,r4,4;

lrietiui (tAi<ei,1 to occo'r

Free acid prodv,t ,y oxidation of sulfur and sulfides to

pH 4.5 to f iìiflcient exchangetibie alunditim: may in.' 1,1-em,itf to affect plaU
significantly Percent base saturation ;s aoik .

pH A base saturation of 70 ti depending on the clay minerals, can be
expected.

pH 6.5 to 8.0: The soil is fully base saturated. No exchangeable aluminum is present.
ree CaCO3 may be present.

pH 8.0 to 8.5:The soil is fully base saturated and free CaCO3 is present in the system.
'I he exchangeable cations arc mainly Ca and

8.5 to 10 : i lit ìi contonr, significar.t ao.rmon,s
op)t coabie ,Nrnokttr.- ".`

e).,»Ys;0,t III., ;,:,:ozi-,n)c,s of a. ,1:q.',-!k

pi-1 > IO The soil is highly sodium saturated - alkali soil.



p't-values are

1)11 t%;t3frk VrPRp°1

pit 1:2.5 soil:Ca( tiuz, (.01 molar)

pn-watel %;1!iit are tisnolly :Woo+ S unit. .Jue to the
aral,or -11iout,

With increasing dilution of the SUSPCIÌSÍ

In 1930 the International Soil Science 'atcieo. nas :iiltip;e,;, a ratio or
2;

Alter two hours shaking samples are allowed to settle for on- oar.

measured uitli a glass electrode and a digital p'g-iiwtek% 10 avoid riw iLOT
equilibration tiams the electrode is iiiseried into the superaacaii. jo alpo`i Cie
sediment without stirring the soil particles up.

i_onstant rending is defined when the !ess than 0.02 - 1.0

1.4. Drifting of p11-readings in soil suspensions:

Vlect-:'odes bathed in a heterogeneous system of a solution pitis I,
are exposed tu i considerable density gradient in tilt verCeal dir.etior tiuczi
.4edimentation it can be observed thin ati electrode first placed in the clearest tionct nor'.
of° the supernatant liquid and then lowered into the sedimen, subsequently givcs chatigit
01-readings - usually from higher to towel value:,

This pli-clutugc lias been termed suspension effect if c,in be 0\fnained lu tez:,
diffusion potential at the liquid junction lietwetil a coneentrited KCI.solation CI?
etectrode) and a ,,edimetit utttuiin cloirge4i tzurf.o.es tieza9ed 10.(1.1°,10&? 41e,.
uni.not0enor iTtef.' to two'. and Prii;.:,,eival-,T(,
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and Si- hydroN-itt - relation to pH values.

k 4ft 't
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Fig. 2: Solubility of different phosphorus pH at 25° C (SchetTer and
Scliachtschabel, 1979,)



ELECTRICAL CON DI

Nlost soils contain some salts in soluble toi TI liest soh, .ire usually civ
sulfates, to some extend carbonates, bicarbonates aml nitrate..

The salts are mainly formed li g lait'r
I Ilder arid and semiarid con esapo I, 1

they are not removed by leaching In theopposite, due to I Apin,1 (

upwards and be deposited at the surface ;alt accumulation r, iirc i tutti) inIt pesszik
with high clay content and loo, rr,,tiiiiiiit tith reduceil Ir ,clon.

Plants have
significantly all

Electiical condn
accurate inethoi
which cart be co

Principles of electrical condo

t,Hit at,ìu i oluluctor
force U IV a tional ti es ice l<

Thu ucipruedi the ie,istam, .c. it
!ohms Siemens Stoi uuirfu t ell k

u,.11'!duciance Ile 111Cf0' ;`4W Of at SIII)SialICC is Calle
duct:met and has tite

of an eltctuuIttuc tio- candoittaike S C lit t

siu Mid 1 CIII niaitI S'Cf111fo sull solutions the con(Itictik it uIi,iIlu k 10;,

i-xy.essed nr, N'T '11)

COikriliCtiit Ws' ktt11.1.

it1)01,1( 2. pt'l CCU( h vN ITN kW, uieu Cist un t( iorl',Inn-, kr
thies are therefore statidar,li:.,1 1:\ convening to eqiroalent ail,ii, .1 11 ku un

tilliPerdnirC i 23' Celsius,

Relations betvvecn electrical conductivity and the sal ftfltelit of variou'
,stitAVI1 in tiiure 4, The curves for chlorides and iNi2S almost ei
and \a11UO, have a lou ei conductivitv than tIte other,. i US Sallint
1954)

t,'()r good csfirwa[l( 4011,111), att inri IN

t'tiucil pisi cvii tuis tigio. 5 ,;io :

ncintition exchangeable sodium peu iriutuge
quantitative analysk of the soluble cations in 1h
Relations beiw.-yii ESP and SAlt will be discuss

of tolci Alice to
inhibited,

II' safIll'Altel pote ,S11 /1.1.1tItl) Lt,/
t 11; attl):} , it, t 'pi:, I )0/ InIt ftl`

vith plani

bsorption rm

icI has to be carried out.



2.3. Method adopted for the laboratory:

Saturated pastes for electric conductivity determinations are extracted with the automatic
extractor described in chapter 3.8.

12 samples can be extracted at a time. Saturated pastes are left standing over night for
the case that apsurn is present. The extraction time is set to one hour.

Figure 3 shows the configuration of the extractor used when extracting from soil paste.
One extraction cup takes the saturated paste prepared from about 200 g of sample.

Fig. 3: Configuration of automatic extrator extracting from saturated soil paste.
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Fig. 4: Relation of concentration of single salt solutions to electrica/ conductivity. (US. Salinity
Laboratory Staff, 1954)
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Fig. 5: Concentration of saturated paste extracts of soils in milliequivalent per litre as related
to electrical conductivity.

(US. Salinity Laboratory Staff, 1954)
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3. CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITY AND EXCHANGEABLE CATION,;

The capacity of a soil to adsorb or hold cations and to exchange species of cations in reversible
chemical reactions is a quality most important in soil fertility and soil genesis studies.
Exchangeable cations influence characteristics lilw soil structure, water and oxygen balance,
biological activity and soil reaction (pH). This is why these data ire widely used in soil
classitication. (Buol, 1980)

Solid soil particles adsorb at their surfaces molecules and ions from the soil solution. Adsorption
of ions is aivrays combined with desorption of other ions which then go into the soil solution.

The sum of exchangeable cations, including exchangeable hydrogen, is called cation
exchange capacity.

In soil scicuce exchangeable calcium, magnesium, potassinir .,Aud sodium aur, called
exchangeable bases. because soils saturated with these cations Akahoc..

The quantity of these bases in percent is called percent base :;oration WKS).

3.1. Cation exchange capacity:

The measurement of this soil property is rather empirical and a large number of
analytical procedures have been proposed which all yield different results. Matti factor
of the various methods which lead to a diversity in results are:

Differences in pH:

The reactivity of the various exchangers in soil systems - clay minerals, organic iiiatter.
hydrous oxides and amorphous material - differs considerably with the pfl. Variations
become quite large in highly weathered soils rich in kaolinite and hydrous oxides.

Differences in the exchanging or displacing solutions:

Certain species of ions are more readily displaced or exchanged than others. Some species
(especially potassium) may be trapped or fixed by certain types uf clay minerals.

Cation exchange capacity of a soil can be partitioned into two components, the 'permanent
charge' and the 'pH dependent charge'.

The permanent charge results from a net negative charge in the crystalline structure of
the clay minerals due to substitution of cations of higher valence by cations of lower
valence.

The pH dependent charge results from ionization of certain functional groups of organic
matter or OH-groups at the surfaces of Al- and Fe-hydrous-oxides and broken edges of
clay minerals.

Apart from the negative charge the amount of exchangeable cations depends on the surface urea
of the different clay minerals.

The EA() classification has adopted the ammonium acetate method at pH 7.0 as standard
procedure.

11
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Table I: Range of cation exchange capacities for different clay minerals measured with
ammonium acetate method pH 7.0. (Grim, 1968)

Some interpretations of CEC data are:

Degree of weathering of soils: Low CEC indicate low amounts or absence of
primary weatherable minerals and accumulation of secondary clay minerals like
Icaolinite due to extensive weathering. High CEC is normally associated with ',oils
having appreciable amounts of weatherable primary minerals as nutrient reserve.

High CEC indicates higb nutrient storage capacity. However, in combination with
low pH targr amounts u1,1Tluiti are likely to be present and
affect plant growth.

3.2. CEC clay:

According tu Soil Taxonomy and the FAO soil classification system CEC is calculated as
CEC per 100 g clay. In the EAO-classification as used in Botswana the contribution of
organic matter to the CEC of the soil is corrected.

The correction is based on the assumption of a CEC of 4 meg per gram organic carbon.
This is generally considered as a mean value for soils. However, it can vary considerably
between different soil types and also with the clay contents of a soil. High clay contents
lower the CEC of organic matter (Scheirer and Schachtschabel 1979).

Sand and silt, especially when coated with iron oxides and related minerals, also
contribute to the CEC. The average value is estimated to be in the range of 1 meq/100
g sand. In sandy soils, especially fine sandy soils, with a low CEC this contribution
should not be neglected because the resulting CEC clay values will be far too high.
However, no correction is applied as a routine procedure.

CEC [meg/100 g clay]

Kaofinite 3 - 15
Sniectite group
(inc. montmorillonite)

80 - 150

Illite 10 - 40
Vermiculite (non interlayered) 100 - 150
Chlorite 10 - 40
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3.3. Exchangeable cations:

The composition of exchangeable cations vary in a wide range depending oil the soil pH.
They can be placed into two groups:

exchangeable bases: mainly calcium, magnesium, potassium and sodium

(Achangelthie acid generating cationN: hydrogen ,:tilore :roneri± hydronium) and
alinninurn.

The nutre acid a soil is the more hialrogeti and and ihe les, .1 :lad Mg .1r(
present in the exchange complex. li exchangeable alitinimun nvnIPies 11,,o e th,o, °ikon

ol the 11 ieels stal solutioa result %%110,, are nixie pkok.

h, 1,1! Co.+ 1,1g leers ru tr01,i(1 90'( at tk , YI{ 1,dls
Ik.i ìos uihi0",», :2,11"/ 4!(11 tkIr '40/,t/ 11.0.101(1%11)i
lìlui. a..01a1 toe tii?,1a.,r 'tom; energy Ot 010 .`11%111ir, h,yisk tu

4.)1(,N,

For sod chissification the following ter ance:

- Percent. Raw Saturation PBS
Fxchangeable Sodium Perrentage ES1'
Sodium ztOsorption Ratio S

3.4. Per: se saturation:

Percent base saturatioti is calculated by summing the exchangeiible bases multi!): with
100 and divide by r..:EC

The value indicates the degree uf leaching - -;mw
been replaced by exchange acidit,v

3.5. Exchangeable sodium percentage:

ESP is defined as:

ESP = [exch. Nal x 100 /

Accurate determination of ES!-' requires extraction of all soluble and exchangeable sodium
from the soil with an appropriate salt solution (i.e. ammonium acetate), and subsequent
subtraction of soluble sodium determined in the saturated paste extract. In addition, a
cation exchange capacity determination is required.

Three different procedures with all their inaccuracies and pitfalls make the determination
of ESP in a routine laboratory time consuming and difficult.

The seemingly easiest procedure., prewashing the sample with 50% ethanol and
carrying out a normal CEC and exchangeable cations determination leads to
wrong results due to effects of dilution and hydrolysis. ESP values obtained
this method are 20-30 % too low. (Table 2)



Nt lablik CEC Ca

00 g soil

Mg K Na ESP

1 4121 13.69 22.98 2.72 1.92 3.34 24
2 4176 8.63 4.88 1.69 1.01 5.62 65
3 4179 9.14 0.49 1.46 0.75 9.23 101
4 4301 17.62 11.15 2.12 1.71 9.72 55
5 4302 25.62 12.44 1.60 2.34 34.80 136
6 4355 17.25 10.82 0.99 1.49 21.38 124
7 3756 43.16 24.38 5.88 1.97 126 3
8 2810 20.95 2.01 1.17 1.75 36.28 173
9 2987 5.84 6.51 0.77 1.71 921 158

10 4177 11.95 4.17 1.74 1.28 16.83 141
11 4178 15.05 1.40 132 139 19.40 129

14

Possible sources of errors during the CEC determination which tend to decrease the
apparent CEC (increase the ESP):

Displacement of the index cation (NH4') by divalent cations from slightly soluble
salts (e.g. CaC0j).

Removal of index cation from exchange sites by hydrolysis due to excessive

ilit saturation with index. cation.

Reverse effects, leading tu low values for the apparent ESP might be:

Incomplete washing to remove excess of index cation.

Salt retention on surfaces or fixation in interlayers of clay minerals.

Possible sources of error during exchangeable mination in the presence of
high concentrations of ¡odium may k:

incomplete extraction due to low permeability of soil.

Errors diluting extracts to nieasurable concentration range.

tabic 2iSt 'alues of 1 samples have been determined with both methods to demonstrate the
effect ol" hydrolysis.

r:i)eyt aydrolysis due v;sth 50% ethanol.

Exchangeable cations determined by suIrc.z ef soluble salts in s:avc:,-,J,
extract from total analysis,



Table 2 continued: Samples prewashed with 50% ethanol

No lahno CEC Ca

1 4121
2 4176
3 4179
4 4301
5 4302
6 4355
7 3756

2810
9 2987

10 1177
11 4178

14.42
934
8.58

18.03
24.88
17.80
42.36
19.81
5.72

14.42
16.18

22.70
5.07
1.65

11.64
13.42
9.91

28.44
236
6.93
2.71
3.08

3.31
1.65
1.14
2.02
1.60
1.05
6.83
1.67
0.98
1.96
1.71

Mg K Na ESP

1.89
0.95
0.65
1.70
2.33
1.54
1.80
1.73
1.58
1.38
1.45

2.78
5.44
7.36
9.28

23.84
19.94
0.66

27.38
5.48
9.50

15.52

Comparing these figures shows that the ULU determination is noL
viol rations are W. ithin the error range of the determination.

The and pitass.ittm,

Sodium values of the batch prewashed with 50% ethanol are in most cases Hr,:',ierailh lower
Wind' is explained by the hydrolysis of part of the exchangeable sodinur.

lu table .1 linear regressions havk been calculated using the data 91 thr hatch nor p cd For-
tin: independent X-parameter and the prewashed batch for the N, -parameter.

(For more detailed 5.''.ptzirz:ttions about linear regression analysis see part 3 of this t quo, k.)

lite N-coefficient of 0.75 for sodium indicates that an average of about 25% exchangeabl ,rewe

is washed out due to hydrolysis.

Linear regression analysis a the two methods to determine exchaogeahle sodium
to show the effect of hydrolysis (kW to prewashing samples with 50% alcohol,

'.44M Output: CF Na ESP

Constant 0 0 0
Std Err of Y Est 1.05 1,8r, 15.13
R Squared 0.99 9.94 0.87

No. of Observations 11 11
Degrees of Freedom 10 10 10

X Coefficient 1.00 0.75 0.70
Std Err of Cod. 0.02 0.04 0.04

19
58
86
51
96

112
2

130
96
66
96

15

:d by pro$ashing. The
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3.6. Sodium absorption ratio:

SAR is defined as:

SAR = [soluble Nal / [(sol. Ca' + sol.. me,-) 21'2

The concentration ol° soluble rations is determined in the saturated paste extra.
tor electric conductivity determination.

In a soil:water system the concentrations of soluble and e.xcliangeable (adsorbed) cations
form an equilibrium. A theoretical calculation uf satisfactory equilibrium constants is
subjected to a number uf constraints because a soil is composed of cations of unequa",
valences and different kinds of cation exchange materials.

SAR is expressed io ierms of ion com:entrations rather Ilion in terms of activities
would consider join( concentration 0/ a salt solution,, Furthermore the calculation does
not take into account reductions in free ion concentrations due to ion-pais- w console\
formation,

Nlost effects have opposing trends or exclude cacti other, which accounts fo.r the
widespread success using SAR for making ion exchange predictions.

Further reasons for giving preference to SAR determinations over ES its relative
simplicity and the tact that it generally works. tBresler, 19821

relationship between SAR and ESE (exchangeable sodium ratio) is given in Figure (;',
Figure 7 is a nomogram to determine SAR values uf a saturation extract, and lor
estimating the corresponding ES P,



la te 10 40 44
*0 0 --
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Fig. 6: Exchangeable sodium ratio (ESR) as related to the sodium adsorption ratio of the
saturation extract. (U.S. Salinity Laboratory Staff 1954)
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Fig. 7: Nomogram for determining the SAR value of a saturated paste extract and for estimating
the corresponding ESP value of soil at equilibrium with extract



3.7. Principles of CEC determination with ammonium acetate method pH 7.0:

Samples are percolated with a 1 normal ammonium acetate solution with pH adjusted to
7.0. NH,-ions replace the other cations adsorbed on the surfaces - the soil is N11,-

,

saturated.

Adsorbed NH4 is determined with a Kjeldahl distillation and the resulting ammonia
solution titrated with acid of known concentration. (Kjeldahl J., 1883)

The Kjeldahl distillation is based on the reaction:

NH4' + NaOH -> Nai+ + NH3 + H20

The weak base NH4' is driven out by concentrated sodium hydroxide solution as ammonia
(N H3)which is 'steam'-distilled and dissolved in a dilute solution of boric acid.

3.8. Advantages of extractor method adopted for the laboratory:

Advantages of the automatic extractor method to the per(ol;ttc,. rocedure with Buchner
funnels:

Extraction time can be set precisely.

Extraction time is exactly the same for every

Volume of extracting solution above sample is kept'...ocistaitt throughout extraction.
Therefore also tlie solution:soil ratio is constant viltich reduces the chances fur
hydrolysis.

During the extraction no attention from technician is required.

The space requirement of an automatic extractor is far less than for the set up
of percolation method with Buchner funnels for the same amount of samples.

19
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Fig. 8: Automatic extractor.

For the ammonium acetate extraction an automatic extractor, developed
at the USDA Soil Survey Laboratory in Lincoln, Nebraska, USA, is used.
The principle method has also been developed at the same laboratory. 24
samples can be extracted simultaneously

Fig. 9: Automatic extractor

Configuration of syringes
when extracting samples
for CEC determination.

.6



3.9. Distillation and titration:

A Kjeltec automatic distiller and an automatic titrator are nsed for the Kjeldahl analysis
(ammonia determination). Each distillation takes about 4 minutes during which the
previous sample is titrated.

Distillation and titratioo have a high degree of efficiency and accuracy The autoinati,'
endpoint titration pi eents overshooting even if samples have ver y much differing values.

Space requirement for the whole set up di/MO two ineters oencli space. The !ossible
weekly production is 88 CEC analyws tplus one standard sample per batch and blank4.
The determination is c:rieLi out

3.10. Niethod adopted for the laboratory:

r,f,v,;!haligeabte K N!,) ,iro?! determined in the ammonium acetate extract
W110/ all itt01111C absorpticm Npe.:Ironwtec.

t'vASs equipt,e,i with Al ;-iutiottek6i.;sror futrhgee and ,amiteeted to the fenlet,
rackar;. HP 8h1 +nici-oconi:ql.cr. The ,:og-ooti:.cr ,ontrols the measuring protoIll,
tor quality of tin.' standard or Vts, ea torlas Ahe eill,Celltratiln) or the 0,111/erts

stores them in the ittborMor,' d.tri

11 a standard reading is more than 1.0'10 or the expected salue the prograirtro goes
a loop and the operatoi can not continue. The introduction of this stet), has improvell IlLc
quality of the determination significantly hecaoso this forces the technicians to oreoar,
the determination vvith great Cart:.
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4. ORGANIC MA1TER

4.1. Organic matter in soils:

Soil organic matter normally consists of small amounts of non or slightly transformed
materials like carbohydrates and others. The major part are dark colored humic acids
with different degrees of polymerization.

For plant growth the nutrient storage capacity of the organic
CEC), especially in clay poor soils.

In clay rich soils it enables the formation of S with
therefore water and air availability.

Orgitnic matter has a high water holding capacity of 3 to 5 times its own weight. This ts
especially of importance for sandy soils, because the field capacity of them: soils mobil}
depends on the organic matter content.

Organic matter contents indicate the extent of accumulation under ditTerent environmental
conditions as influenced especially by climate.

Soils rich in clay usually have a higher organic matter content than sandy soils because
of adsorption on the surfaces of clay minerals as well as Al- and Fe-oxides and
amorphous Al-silicates (organo-mineral complexes).

Nitrogen is not determined in the standard analysis program because of the usually vc-y
low organic matter contents of the soils in Botswana. However, it can be determinet
the 'macro Kjeldahl method'.

The ratio carbon:nitrogen is an indication for the decomposition of the organic matter
because it narrows with increasing modification.

42. Methods for determination of organic matter:

Organic carbon is determined by either dry combustion (800-950°C) and measuring the
carbon dioxide or wet combustion by measuring the degree of reduction of a strong
oxidizing agent.

Most commonly used is wet digestion by the Walkley and Black method in which soil
organic carbon is oxidized in chromic acid. Since some assumptions and approximations
are involved in this method it is less accurate than dry combustion, but it requires less
time and less complicated and expensive laboratory apparatus.

Organic matter is calculated by multiplying the organic carbon concentration with a
factor.

A factor of 1.724 has been used assuming a mean carbon contents of 58% in
organic matter. Allison (1965), points out that organic matter:organic carbon
ratios vary considerably in different soils and also among horizons of the same
soil.

A factor of about 1.9 is more appropriate for surface horizons. For subsurface
horizons the factor is about 23. (Broadbent (1953))

matter is important (high

large pores and improves



4.3. Principles of organic carbon determination by wet digestion:

The principle of this determination is oxidation of organic carbon to carbon dioxide with
dichromate in concentrated sulfuric acid:

2 Cr207- + 8 H,SO + 3 C = 2 SO,- + 2 Cr2(SO4), + 8 H20 + 3 CO,

4 Cr8+ + 12 è 4 Cr3+ reduction

3 C = 3 C4+ + 12 e" oxidation

The Walkley and Black method and also the modified method are similarly affecte(l by
the presence of oxidizable substances other than carbon. (However, no influence of Cl was
detected mixin two different soils with 1 to 10% sodium chloride and dvtermining the
amount of Cr3 with a spectrophotometer.)

4.4. Comparison of original Walkley and Black method v )(titled me hoil
laboratory!

Original method:

10 1 normal potassium dichromate is
dispensed to the sample and 20 ml
concentrated sulfuric acid are added.

The reaction is facilitated by the heat of
dilution of sulfuric acid. The maximum
temperature is about 126°C and keeps only
for a few seconds.

Determination:

The amount of dichromate not used up by
the organic carbon is determined by back
titrating with iron (ID sulfate using barium
diphenylamine sulfonate or ortho-
phenanthroline-ferrous complex indicator
(fermio).

Modified method:

A solution 3.4 iikirmaiaahffl
dichromate in 1 ormal sulfuric acid is
dispensed to e sample. (Sodium
dichromate is preferred because of better
solubility than potassium dichromate.)

Organic matter is digested heating tla.
samples in an oven at 140°C for 30 minutes.
Water, containing a flocculent is added with
an 'AD 1-3' dispenser. Alter particles are
settled an aliquot is taken and diluted by
factor 1:8 with a 'SD-1' diluter. (Figure 10)

The Cra+-ion formed during the reaction has
a green color with an absorbance maximum
at 578 nm. This is determined with a
spectrophotometer using glucose standards
digested in the same way as the samples.

The modified method is based on a method developped at the 'Control Laboratory International
Soil Fertility Evaluation and Improvement (ISFEIr by Arvel Hunter, Director, North Carolina
State University, Releigh. (Reference unknown.)
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Recovers factors for various wet cmnbustion methods:

None of the wet combustion methods oxidizes the total organic carbon, present in soils.

The relatively low temperature and short digestion time in the Walkley and Black method
is sufficient to 0Ni/hie the active forms of organic carbon but not the more inert forms,

l» a study by Allm (1960), recover;s 01' carbon varied between 59% and 94%, depending
on the soil group. Walkley and Black (19341. report a recovery factor of 130 awl a
recovery range uf 60% to 86%1,

With the application of eternal heat the oxidation is tut)re complete and the diT.ve
oxidation is more consistent than in the original method The recovery ¡rauge is tun
EA te betiting wab proposed by SchoffetiberL;er (1°)27 114d 1945).

Ilison (1935), obtainett .ecol.eries ofrt.,-7'7?-,I o Scholienherger's method and t°1att
that trecovery tactai it 1_'1,5 svas satisLictory 1.e ,1,ft,.. ! eat bon vo!ucs
daia

3,pjf mixv-0 ,14 ;;;',IqraSsibIA, (12(hrottiV, Concenti
'1';.,z01 op 1,:i 4f) ;ac.,c.i.iids.)

la( ekwt-,oftquipmeut corithoz4 ikm, 01,0u !Jeep Olptained
laboratory, llowevci , to gei some idea :thou; thc recovery factor for the inodifits1
40 samples uf different soil types and testitre classes have been analyzed with the origic.al
kValkiev and Black niethod and the moditiea method, (The modilli01 method was cat
OW at riso difieren t temperatures, 1,40" and 17W' t....klsittO.



Table 5: Organic carbon contents of 40 soils measured with original Walkley and Black and
modified methods.

Sample no. cla
org. carbon [wtcfc]

orig. modif.
140°C 170°C

4149 8 0.04 0.00 0.00
2760 8 0.13 0.25 0.26
2726 8 0.21 0.25 0.26
2765 4 032 0.38 0.36
4360 6 0.43 0.38 0.32
2901 6 0.77 1.12 0.79
2530 9 0.83 1.00 0.84
2980 9 1.20 1.29 1.12
2925 6 1.81 1.35 1.24
2959 10 135 1.47 1.47
4319 10 5.95 6.82 7.88

2936 16 0.13 0.19 0.42
2847 11 0.23 0.38 0.32
2990 16 0.74 0.81 1.41
3026 11 0.98 1.00 1.29
2742 16 2.19 2.52 338
3070 16 2.48 2.26 2.63
2533 11 0.15 0.19 0.32
3046 17 4.05 4.00 5.00

4177 27 0.16 0.19 0.26
2735 30 0.24 031 0.79
4110 21 0.60 0.69 0.84
4122 29 0.80 1.12 1.53
4317 30 0.66 0.75 0.84
2549 22 1.02 1.24 1.53

2519 37 0.14 0.13 0.11
2050 31 0.22 031 0.26
2529 37 036 0.50 0.63
2718 37 0.45 0.44 0.47
2419 33 0.59 0.81 0.68
4184 37 0.53 1.41 1.82
3018 31 2.05 2.58 2.81
2859 32 2.83 335 331

4311 47 1.54 2.06 3.06
3763 66 0.51 0.81 1.00
2407 73 0.61 1.00 0.84
2404 78 031 0.50 0.42
2409 81 0.30 0.69 0.53
2474 83 0.71 1.06 1.12
3696 88 2.16 3.48 3.69
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Linear Regression Output:

Table 6:Modified N.ersiis original Walkley and Black organic carbon determination:

orig.:140

orig,::170

140170

Abbreviations:

Regression analysis original Walkley&Black as independent (X) variable
and modified method at 140°C as dependent (Y) variable.
Regression analysis original Walkley&Black as independent (X) variable
and modified method at 170°C as dependent (Y) variable.

: Regression analysis modified method at 140°C as independent (X) variable
and modified method at 170°C as dependent (Y) variable.

Constant : Intersect with Y-axis.
R Squared : Correlation coefficient.
X Coefficient: Recovery factor.

Conclusions:

Recovery factors of 117 for 'orig./170' and 1.16 for '140/170' are close to the factors
proposed by Walkley and Black ,1934, for their method and Allison, 1965 for the method
with external heating compared to data from dry combustion.

This suggests that alomost complete digestion of organic matter is achieved with the
modified method, heating the samples for about 30 minutes to 170° Celsius.

The variation of recovery, depending on soil type (Allison, 1960) for the Walkley and Black
method is indicated by the correlation coefficient of 0.93 (orig./170) and the relatively large
scatter of data points in figure 11.

In figure 12 values are compared from digestion at 140°C with data from digestion at
170°C. The points are clustered closely around the regression line, which is also expressed
by a correlation coefficient of 0.97 in table 6 (140/170). This is in concordance with Allison
(1935) who reports recoveries of 85% to 90% applying external heat.

Digestion at 140° Celsius and correction with a recovery factor of 1.15 is found a inore
suitable procedure for the conditions in the laboratory than digestion at 170°C.

During digestion at 170°C samples fall completely dry. Errors easily occur when
technicians do not take great care to redissolve all crystallized salts what might
happen under routine conditions, working with large amounts of samples.

No. of Observations 40 40 40
Degrees of Preedom 38 38 38

X Coefficient 1.09 1.27 1.10
Std Err ot (oct. 0.0-1 0.06 0.03

Regression Output: orig./140 orig./170 140/170

Constant 0.12 0.10 -0.03
Std Err of Y Est 0.30 0.42 0.28
R Squared 0.95 0.93 0.97



Figure 10 : SD-1 diluter / AD 1-3 'one aliquot three volume' dispenser.

The SD-1 diluter and AD 1-3 dispenser are
part of a system specifically designed for the
needs of routine soil analysis laboratories.
They are hand operated to avoid mechanical
failures. Aliquot and diluent volumes are
controlled by the size of the syringes and the
stroke of the plunger. The stroke is controlled
by the movement of the diluter handle
through a constant distance and by varying
the position of the plunger Mong the stroke
control rod on the handle.

By simple changes in the hookup of the flow
control valves, the diluter can be changed into
a dispenser.

Each syringe position will accommodate sizes
1 ml to 50 ml which permits a wide range of
dilutions and volumes to be set.

Precision and accuracy are excellent for the
purposes these instruments are used for. The
operation is fast and efficient.
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Fig. 11 and 12:Comparison of modified with original Walkley
and Black method for organic matter determination in 40 different soil samples
from Botswana. The second diagram shows the correlation of data from the
modified niethod digested at two different temperatures.
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Figure 10 : SD-1 diluter / AD 1-3 'one aliquot three volume' dispenser.

The SD-1 diluter and AD 1-3 dispenser are
part of a system specifically designed for the
needs of routine soil analysis laboratories.
They are hand operated to avoid mechanical
failures. Aliquot and diluent volumes are
controlled by the size of the syringes and the
stroke of the plunger. The stroke is controlled
by the movement of the diluter handle
through a constant distance and by varying
the position of the plunger along the stroke
control rod on the handle.

By simple changes in the hookup of the flow
control valves, the diluter can be changed into
a dispenser.

Each syringe position will accommodate sizes
1 ml to 50 ml which permits a wide range of
dilutions and volumes to be set.

Precision and accuracy are excellent for the
purposes these instruments are used for. The
operation is fast and efficient.
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Fig. 11 and 12: Comparison of modified with original Walkley
and Black method for organic matter determination in 40 different soil samples
from Botswana. The second diagram shows the correlation of data from the
modified tnethod digested at two different temperatures.
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5. PHOSPHORUS

5.1. Phosphorus forms in soils:

In general Phosphorus together with nitrogen is considered the most critica! plant
nutrient. A lack of phosphorus is especially serious because it also may prevent other
nutrients frmn being acquired by plants. The phosphates present it:, soils are
predominantly derived from primary minerals.

P-forms in soils can Th ided in:

defined :a-, aOk,1 atite, fluor:waffle, variscite,
strengite,

defined organic P 'H7 salts of the inosit-hexaospl,, icid)

phosphates dsorbed A10112-, Fe01-1-, F1 '1 g of the
e.change complex

phosphates OCCIllfkli in Fe-Mn concretions tropic:,
gle)sols-

5_2. phosphorus:

'The solubility ot soil phosphorus is a rather compiicateti hecause phosphate kit,
going into solution can derive from define P-minerals but rom ailsor),rti tau ov, ii$k
different bonding strengths. The solubility oi different phosplrole. at,
depends on pH and rcdox potential ot the soils Figure

At any one moment the amount of phosphorns in pLiw n idabr forms
because tire solubility of most phosphorns initierais s

Phosphorus moves front inorgank forms into organic torms ,f,ko hack va roineralizatuert
This is called the 'phosphorus cycle'. The organic P-fornk usually increase with
organic matter and it is evident that the organic proportion is higher in .opsoit than in
subsoils.

5.3. Methods for determination Of phosphorus:

Several methods are in use to determine the plant available phosphorus in soils. They all
are based on extracting the soil with solutions which dissolve only the 'easy soluble'
fraction of the occurring phosphorus forms, for example:

various 'lactate' methods
citrate extracts
ammonium fluoride-hydrochloric acid extracts (Bray&Kurtz)
sodium bicarbonate extracts for calcaric soils (Olsen)

Results obtained with the different methods vary considerably. The Botswana soil sili'VeV
laboratory has adopted the Bray and Kurtz method as standard procedure.

29
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5.4. Principles of phosphorus determination with Bray and Kurtz method:

The Bray and Kurtz determination of available phosphorus is based on the extract ion of
the soil with a dilute solution 01 ammonium fluoride in hydrochloric acid. Tim amount
of phosphorus extracted is sensitive to shaking time (stirring time) and tu soil:extraet.arit
ratio. In the 1alioratory the proposed parameters from Bray and Kurtz (1945) an'
(sail:extractant roil.) 1:7, contact time 1 minute).

'Me amount 'it phosphorus in the extract is determined with ihe 'molybdenum blue'
method.

intritylenum bine method is the most sensitive and therefore very suitable for
soil t wq.11 small concentrations of phosphorus.

The method is based on the principle that in an acid molybdate soitition
presence ol orthophosphate ions a phosphornolybdate complex is formed. Reducing
this complex with stannous chloride or ascorbic acid a blue. colloidal solution of
mixed oxides of tour and six valent molybdedium forms.

[he intensity of the color depends on the com cote ilion and is measured with a
spectrophotometer.

5.5. laboratory:

Using specitill designed equipment large numbers of siimple, :,ami be handled by one
1v;liniciail with hit e space requirrinents and satisfactor y results'

'l'o thirty threv samples, arranged on a tray ill three hIOCkS ut (milli'
racks, extractant solution is added (Figures 13 and 141. [he type of
dispenser used dispenses three samples at a time by pushing a handic
it is «miturtul tu 3 25 liter drum tvitli vxtractatit undo. On !JAR' (Figure
151.

With a multi-sample stirrer a are stirred simult tic sly for one minute
(Figure 16 ).

Eltvcn r;ft'k; at t`Oi,l-c,i at a time i-funnel
rack.

With a combiliAior diluteridispenser an aliquot of the filtrate is rfluted
and at the same time ammonium molybdate solution added (Figure 17).
Alter thirty minutes the samples are measured with a Brinf.iisr
spectrophotometer and a 'dip in probe'.

(Me technician, concentrating WI this determination, can do four batches (137
r day using about two meters of bench space.



The carry trays are built so that three bottle
racks will tit.

The bottle rack is made from styrofoam.
Eleven bottle holes are spaced along the
center and sized so that plastic bottles fit
snugly in each hole. This permits the bottle
racks to be inverted and shaken without
bottles falling out.

31

The equipment illustrated in figures 13 to 17 belongs to the same routine soil analysis system
as the diluter and dispenser described in figure N.

Figure 13 and 14: Carry tray and bottle rack with 11 plastic bottles.
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Figure 15: AD-3 'three volume' dispenser.

The three aliquot dispenser dispenses three
equal size or different size aliquots of the
same or of three different solutions at a time.

The functioning of the dispenser is based on
the same principle as described in figure 10 -
it is hand operated and the dispensing

volume(s) is (are) controlled by the size of
the syringes and the position of the plunger
bracket along the stroke control rod.

Figure 16: Multi sample stirrer

The multi sample stirrer is designed for
uniform mixing of soil samples with
extracting solutions. Each stirring rod
turns at exactly the same rate as the
others.

The stirrer has three rows of eleven rods which fit precisely the bottle racks described in the
previous figure.



Figure 17: SCD-1 combination diluter-dispenser

33

The combination diluter-dispenser is in
principle the same like the AD-3
dispenser in figure 14, with a different
hookup of the flow control valve.

It takes up a chosen volume of sampie
to transfer it to another container while
at the same time two exact volumes of
different or the same diluents or
reagents are added.

Three syringes are used for volume control and each position will accommodate sizes of 1 ml to
50 ml.



6. PARTICLE SIZE DETERMINATION

6.1. Soil texture and soil structure:

Physically, mineral soils are porous mixtures of mineral grains of ditTerent shapes and
sizes, organic matter, air and water. Discrete grains do rarely occur in soils (e.g. in some
sandy soils).

The particles, especially the tine particles, are usually aggregated into clods which is
expressed as soil structure. Binding agents are mainly organic matter, but also carbonates
and iron and aluminum hydrous oxides.

Soil texture in combination with soil structure determines the nutrient supplying ability
of soil solids and abill tue air and water supply.

The different gram sizes of soil particles very often show strong relationship with the
mineral sizes of the parent rock. Time grain size of the newly formed soil particles also
depends on the extend of physical and chemical weathering. Transport by wind and water
causes further sorting of the grain size fractions.

Since the adsorption of water, nutrients, gas and the attraction of particles for each other
are all surface phenomena, the significance of the specific surface or a soil and thus the
particle size distributioo analysis for soil characterization is obvious.

6.2. Nutrient supplying ability of soil solids:

With decreasing gratin size .grain number and total surface at same volume increases
exponentially. Since in soils the proportion of sheet minerals increases (larger surface than
rounded grains), the surface of clay minerals can be up to 400 m2 / gram.

Swelling clay minerals have a so called 'inner surface'. The inner surface is between the
silicate layers of the clay mineral crystals where molecules and ions can also be adsorbed.
Among, the clay minerals smectites and vermiculite have the largest specific surfaces with
600 - 800 ne / gram. (Scheirer and Schachtschnabel, 1979)

Table 7: Specific surfaces of grain size fractions in soils.

Sand fraction
Silt fraction
Clay fraction

< 0.1 m2/gram
0.1 - 1 m2/gram

5 - 400 m2/gram

Organic matter 800 - 1000 m2/gram

63. Air and water holding capacity:

Soil texture and structure are the soil properties to which air and water holding capacity
and hydraulic conductivity are most directly related to. The pore space ranges from 35
to 50 percent for sandy surface soils to about 40 to 60 percent t'or medium- to fine-
textured soils. (Some compact subsoils drop as low as 25 to 30 percent.)

Pore size distribution also largely depends on texture and structure ('primary' pores
mainly on texture, 'secondary' pores on structure). Water is held within the pore space
with different potentials, depending on the pore size (capillary force). The pore system is
subdivided into ranges:



'Fable 8:Pore size ranges in soils. (Schetter and Schachtschabel, 1979)

Range Size [micro in] Potential [mbar] pF-value
coarse > 50 0 - 60 0 - 1.8
medium-coarse 50 - 10 60 - 300 1.8 - 2.5
medium 10 - 0.2 300 - 15 000 2.5 - 4.2
tine < 0.2 > 15 000 > 4.2

(The pF-value is the logarithtn of the potential in mili bar.)

Water in the coarse pore range cannot be hiel agaiì. gras itpercolates throng!,

Water in the medium-coarse and medium range is held ag,aitist gravity and is therefili',.
reservoir for plants. (Water in the medium-carse range actually is slowly draining
still can be considered plant available.)

Water in the iitie pore range is held with such a high potenti:il that it is not
for most phan. The pi,' value of. 4 2 is therefore called 'permanent NV 'Ring poiw'

6.4. Classification of grain size ranges:

Because the size of particl(s in a soil is not subject to ready change soil texture 1,,

considered a basic property. The mineral grains are subdiNtded into grain size fractions,
Depending on the quantity of the fractions soils are associated in grain size classes
sands, loams, clays, etc., see Figure 19: Soil texture classes).

To define the grain size ranges a number of classifications have been devei*,, size
classes of four system are shown in Figure 18.

The Botswana soil survey laboratory has a S ication,
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Fig. 18:Classification of soil particles according to size by four systems. (Particle diameter in
logarithmic scale.) (Brady, 1974,
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Figure 19: Soil texture triangle
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6.6. Principles of particle sin

Particle size deternlinalion cons;sts of four steps:

Pretreatment: Removal of or0,anic matter, soluble salts, carbonates and
iron oxides.

Dispersion: Separation of soil particles lut lest discrete units by
chemical and mechanical means.

Scdi.mentation Determination of clay and silt f Hng hydrometer
pipette method.

Sieving. Determination of sand fractions by dry sieving.

Pretreattrient:

Organic matter has a strong aggregating effect. For proper dispersion
nt organic matter is absolute necessary.

vhi07. COrlí 0.,7idcrahlc amounts of soluble salts or
ftacti,mate as a result of the floccul,

If the nature of the salts (including Ca-,Mg- carbonates is such 0;::,1
is alkaline, hydrogen peroxide will decompose readily
be difficult,

of samples removal

r,e dit knit to
the salts

soil suspension
trganic matter will

iron rich soils may recaiirt, rri:,val of free iron oxides b, Iwo aggregates due to
cementing action

Di:persioit

Probably the most p in particle size determinmo, the proper dispersion of
soil

A nuinber of dispel si%Ig, agents or various mixtures of them can be used, such as:

Sotlium hydroxide N:s(q;
Sodium carbonatt NiaCt. 63.

Sodium oxalate .NiaC204
Sodium pyrophosphate Na413207
Sodium hexametaphosphat (NaP0,)6

The effect of all these agents is that sodium is exchanged with other catimp, the
esidt of strong electrical repulsion forces between the soil particles,

Additionally the particles must be separated mechanical() using 'end OVCI: end' or
reciprocal shakers over several hours. usually over night. Electrical mixer.., cannot bc
recommended because of the risk loosing matt:- i;t1 due to ,.)1,10/:Ing om! ,dso
riipturf pitz-licle,, dric ifjg, viguroiiN



'entation:

(]ay and sih fractions are determined. sedimentation analy is. '['he determination
based on Stroke's equation:

'Small spherical particles of density ps and dianietY; X s hrillipt a limnn
density p, and viscosity n at a %clued) id:

= X2 * g * (Ps-p1)

acceleration o gravit,

Let: h =
t = tino:

Stroh an can

t

= h / t

then:

tps-p,) * X')
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This equation means that after the time t aU particivs wt uiet r than
N have sedimented through the depth h

rehition diameter an(I s IlÍ
methods:

Pipettc
Hydrometer methoi/

In pipette method a small sample is taken with a pipette at t a ic ail time t and a certain
depth h. In this sample all particles Loarser than X hate been eliminated,

The buoyant force of a hydrometer is determined direclit' by the density of the suspension
Hydrometer scales can be calibrated to read concentrations it suspended solids
particular values of pi and ps, all in grams per liter. Soi/ hydrometers are ealibrated
a partic/e density ps et 2 65 gimi,

Sieving:

Particles coarser than 0.05 nur ,ir 2egregaìeLt by sieving, The method seems to hi. simple
and straight forwarcl. but obtaining good reproducible i tilts requires ea
Stall dar1iTilii011 Ot the proceflure,

The probability of a particle passing a given sine in a giveii lane id
depends upon the nature of the particle and the properties of the sieve. ,)
cytiose shape, ailoos passage only in a eel-lain di! ;..(liot«FIliy l'o°011111`1t
Shatiillg might lias e a han7e of get6rig tt:fough,

Sieve openings usually an,: not ot equal! sae and it might require el:tensiNe shakitr4
before, ;IV parrides liad the orportnnit approaching the lares! openirgs

6.7. MO hot adopied in i h hchoratory:

Tests have shov,. ',,,cen hydrometer method and pipette method for cla..
and silt determination are neglectable. Pipette method certainly is more precise Ina is also
more complicated and requires much care and experience, Therefore the laboratory has
adopted the hydrometer method as standard procedure.
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In the literature il i, mostir retoinineutied to separate clay and sill fraction feam the sane.,
tractioo by svel sieving befori the act WO determination Under routine conditions it Inn
been obsened that the mailable amount of watei (less than one liter to (ill Ili, the
inc,isuring eylinder) is not sufficient to SNIISII 4111 cla and silt through the sieve

1,(1{411111111^, tin! liriirooaqi-, %vat) the total sample' and separatmi',
\1SC an le:itini>tk.,) ii.orIvr 1,1 wat...°, +:.H:c` 0,c'Z C.,

us OW 110 g e,MT,1

constant temperature :cintieraiire of 20' Celsius ihrwigo,,ii( Ilk
import,Atit fin Un' hydrometer cleterniniation netrinse the teatperature differeac;:,

laboro;'(11:, ay,: too hin te be covered safiJia, lord% wilts a ::'orro:ctior, facior
(don, iirpre ttir )0`." ilifferorce ;nAtwv..eli first ic:itl-dig to the niorMray ek'MV41,11!.te

.i.W.:!1}11)Z1 it(1.1 leVAN{Vtli ,41111Sret ;lidd

As nientioite,! above, good dispersion is one of the most crucial steps in particle size
analysis

(oredati.ai estimtes has biken achieved for most somplcs lisno$
sodium hexaniciaphosphate pins ' g sodium sorlionate !WU liter

eireli stial.en teo about 1() hours imei nighty,

The 104 cases nab poor correlaiiim noisily can be solved through the application
':i cecial pretrvatments removal. Qq° iron ç' ti carbonates or additional dispersion uslity
tilt/ asitimi! equipment



'7. DATA PROCESSING WITII IIEWLEIT PACKART MICRO COMPUTER

The Hewlett Packart Hri6li micro computer sirves two purp

Interfacing vvith lahoratory equipment
Calculation, tvzilitation and storage of laborator3 e,

7.1 Interfacing with laborat

The cumluici 1(S:4liliciI;It. 001Y u0

itorttatii. oper,aior, 'aa-ofitic absorvtiou spelr(rnet,N°. .1 orograwol ;eaNiicfl
rrovided tiy it de:Occ tiebt7;!!.',V(i '1F10 oTzrq.nr,
01 tI',s,t)1

The IEEF ims .\i unique: atircSnes ,trc the '.AS
system control, one for a piiiiter inn; tote for an tAtermal compute(

The system is configure with the s system k,teatrorier, "fiw optitnuker, 1,,

other ai.cessorieL, is Roo-controller, Wilco ervftk v ready wit ik Olturoloilor,
sends servk,r sveage:xi ctiv;t (AAS! "GJ! (onticrlri- tkee oil
N$1',11 SCilÌ. AsS s y Mqk !,er;;; rtf0, 01.11,1:;0,;

1":t

:20))(0'.1 YA,& co ,

die maw:1(v

SySlcili CifilkicCC2" l"..1/0Ctit enables 1Ew
communications link, setting the computer tall,rr nAive mf the ileytces
itself ir requested, listener active. Alter completiov o the niessaw:: traitsl'er iL!
;-,ervice request bit is cleared and the bus is free (iii` Afrittei operatioas

An interrupt musk crrab!,%.,an end ur-tine b*.an& r rop,,s-ai;e1 v,v11,1

is sit tancer active or listerox activi. to to iato a sirbiontine to caller r; cei'».lii
transmit information,



AH messziges in the IEEE bus system lave the structure:

11.DII [NW

I Lin]: t.4Igli al Dt'viCe ,.00,',.! of a inessage
talker acme,

Message Identifier indicates type 41 oessage.

Message Descriptol identities hieh commond is to be t!.,,centeo
rec.iving device or in ease of a reply, which Cf/M11111Mt Ila!- been e.Leent,,,f;

DIQ1 Message optional and depends on the content of
numerica data.

[CSMJ: Cliceksuire is the binary value ot each diaracter ii tht message, ;minding'
the checksum itself. added at the transtei Lim- to provide a somni
(The negative moduli() of the sum is set into control registo
controls the end-ot-line sequence. Bit I in this register is set which ;Amble\
end-or-identif3 (FOIL Carriage-return and tine fec0
disabled.)

AH t.. are in ASCII code.

7.2 !r v,atory data base:

Tin: data base has been developed using the li,ISIC programmim; hlnguagi. version
computer is equipped with The prograinm menu consists of a data innir,
outptit print) programm together with a variety of auxiliarv

ijtooliasis was pm oo nser iendlme,s. A neN, oseT, tYititoir
!4.) learo 6or.v 016-4 (:,1( ksOrf,

)ruIrraiiint xtioi, tnu s t.it)00 ooa Lc caCfí., t^'e t''.
z°Itlittee :(1 ',Viral be maints to do he ;idea:00,3,ieuinenn, t 7.1)1,..,1-er.ln,g

ivios o



Data input:

*Ihe usei sdects the determination Mt w:,ints to Front r asked
whether he w;luts te enter 1,11) numbers lirst,

l'he next step
weight, extract, Pf2,

Then, if applitable, the standard curve is entered, linea; regreNsihn caleuhiled
evaluated. Comments about the quality (il' Hie regression eure and singto
standards are displayed on monitor. Upon request a AN-diagram of the stand& (I
curve is displayed and printeo,

llie data are entered and calculated using the given parameters.. ilaia ;1110

calculated results are iii3viaye(! togetliet with the lab numbers IK? cbcck an
eventually correct wrong moots.

Finally, a hard copy o, peintva and toe ..2alculated resutis ark.' stored ou (lat.( klis;,,
using lab iturobei"aJI trxd tetrtn 'rti tiint,t tu N1111°t a 0"°I, WO,

to ht

Data output:

'['he print menu allows to pr:a+ tither esults 4)f single dcterlitinat+ins ;r; Inv llOf
analysis. It full analysh is selectiql the operator has the choice lwriveto .) nia(e,
and a commented 1-)ri1ol.i,

The conintent printout check, every prorile too; ktkitifig
tileousistericics (ihl examplt whottie; organiic k at Ilull attdiOr ¡q;0,4:`i00:;!...,
irregiikw) li compare. ph vith derecitt base .;;;.eratk iests br ;0,

irregularities ()1° v diffr-s ino,T
from minimum,

Anales to print are selected either by lab numbers, profile numbers or area
coOt

43
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File structure:

Each data disk stores 1200 full analyses.

- tiles makP se:

DAN() contains a single - the first lab number to be stored on the
particula, disk

Till., IS 1141,fti 10 pl'eVela OM',A 1.0 ¡IC Ste', elt c n'0,1"a3014 data disk,
dala input orog,raill checks ea:li lab onitibe.1- 'iIi tht' itl hito the langt
to DAN(,)2i- IT°P.).)

SAN() is a 'Ilint10111 access' tile of 1200 records with ird size of 10 hits. It

containk the sample numbers.

Lad. record Lontains the area symbol. the 4-digit number of the profile
plus the 1-digit samplt- symbol,

(for (xionple'Alt 198A. the tirst two digits stand for Nlachaneng area, blank&198
= number of profile. A tiest sample of profile)

Record Dumber and lab ntunber ,L)iiriected through the algorithm:

= lab no - DAN() +

A FA ts (lie of 24000 records with a re lt
contain tio dot,i

Each san,pie occopiecluster of 20 records, the 21 record is the beginning
time ilex; samole,

In IS records data of LID 1 cut determinations are stored (1. = p1-1-1
18. clav;.

The loth record contains a decimal. IllIlliber ar formo k entice rkr typ!:

ot. (Awe and silt determination, pretreatioco Ls aop mud kmn. of 4.,`7.1,tiAr tOr
emiductivity determination.

record is kep for eventual additions.

and CEC-clay by the print programin.

wtimbei for a sl determint
li

recito (lab no - DAN()) " 20 + N

determination (1= pH-1-120, 2 = 3= el. conductivity, etc.)
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';:oitootr, i. t.yor», :01ti
1-11`tii saltyie (q. ro-orit,' ç till tor rastef st-ot 11! io

von1i,d,7` ;Thqi.w t,,L 1,CUpt

7.3 Flittire aspects:

Tlic data LrilSe seres its purpose verv vvell and it is ppreciated hv tectinicians because
it reduces the amount of calculations and writing. However. it lia' it,- iilllitatiOnS. eSIWCiall)
ai flcibility, storage capiteit and snced. Incorporatien of lien (10cl-initiations Into the
-dauttard progr.inini anti ttols itt SIwoul0 riptirc imOr programming work
:°istilicturing tile entice (1.trt !O

Iv the tkah¡l. 7 148: 6v , 7U11.i,1 ii, 11/7,irt: ,±101.44ZSIth:iAri int,To
'i'he Hap,i k'on 1,of tlrk 1,.11(11l" `tw ON 61'110 e;: '0,01

tia, JelViiii1;;gt Or Ole Itk't:tb16'}' ol' WOLC-9,,T! +tar '1,; :11k 0,"
Va,aerty ç,`,» uk

110' i.;1,'Wk 4..0111POrt". 141(' Liborator,'
equipment, qt,n t aix'a..-

k"t: ;'' Oh;
Ckto SiO'(',1"AP
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